
Where do we start the story?

Last week we discussed the difficult task of defining graphic design. This presents an equally 
difficult task of figuring out where one begins the discussion of its history. 



If we work within the first purpose of graphic design proposed by Hollis which is to identify we can 
start 200,000 years ago. The earliest known human markings reach back that far. The earliest 
known human made imagery is found in caves, starting from 35,000 BC. 



The most famous of the caves is found in Lascaux, (las-COH) France. Pictured here and in the 
previous slide. While the purpose of these images are not definitively known it can be said it is an 
example of humans attempting to record the world around them.



We could start from when humans moved from an oral tradition towards a written one and made a 
monumentally important shift from simply transferring information to both transferring and storing 
information. Pictured here is an early Sumerian pictograph tablet c 3100 B.C. This is an example of 
early symbols and structures that were the seeds for the development of writing.



We could start with the evolution of the greek alphabet. Pictured is a manuscript, 4th century B.C., 
in Greek on papyrus, a thick paper-like substrate make from the papyrus plant, This example of the 
greek alphabet shows the symmetrical form and even visual rhythm that helped establish it as the 
prototype for further developments into the roman alphabet.



Pictured is the Trajan’s column, c A.D. 114. which is considered a masterful example of capitalis 
monumentalis or Roman Square Capitals.



Pictured is a detail from an inscription on a tomb along the Appian Way, Rome.
This is an exceptionally narrow hop skip and jump from cave paintings to the Roman capitals. The 
development of written language has been varied and quite amazing.



“Typography is the craft of  endowing human language with a  
  durable visual form, and thus with an independent existence.” 
                

                                   — Robert Bringhurst

 Our expression of language in written form is at the core of what we do as modern visual 
communicators.



Typography & Printing

The pairing of an evolved written language with printing and then the printing press sets off a 
profound wave of change in how the world communicates that is not seen again until the invention 
of the telephone and then the proliferation of the internet. Pages 14-29 in your book cover almost 
500 years. We are going to step a bit further back and then as we catch up to the period in the 
reading isolate the key people, technology and terminology associated with this period.



ty· pog· ra· phy
n. pl. ty· pog· ra· phies 

1. a. The art and technique of  printing with movable type.
 b. The composition of  printed material from movable type.

2. The arrangement and appearance of  printed matter.

[French typographie, from Medieval Latin typographia : Greek 
tupos, impression + Latin -graphia, -graphy (a writing or 
representation produced in a specified manner or by a 
specified process)

Source: The American Heritage® Dictionary of the English Language, Fourth Edition
Copyright © 2000 by Houghton Mifflin Company.



The mechanical* notation** and 
arrangement of  language.***

I have heard it said that Typography is the only unique action that we as Graphic Designers hold in 
high regard and understanding. No other discipline scrutinizes typography to a similar degree as 
Graphic Designers.

Type and Typography by Phil Baines & Andrew Haslam



mechanical*
 referring to the science of  machines and the 
 precise automation of  a task. 

 typography is mechanical, repeatable
 writing is unique



notation** 
 graphic system of  documenting a discipline 
 through a symbolic code

 the code we primarily use is the western or 
 latin alphabet



language*** 
 both spoken and written codes: groups of  
 sounds which in various combinations forms 
 words with tacitly labeled objects or ideas; 
 arrangements of  words which signal complex 
 meanings to groups familiar with the code



Printing was invented by the Chinese. The earliest wood block print fragments are dated around 
220 A.D.

Chops, pictured here, were made by carving calligraphic characters into a flat surface of jade, silver, 
ivory etc. Around 500 A.D. Chops were made by carving the negative space around the characters 
so the character would be printed in ink surrounded by the white of the paper.



The earliest known complete survival of a dated printed book is the "Diamond Sutra", printed in 
China in 868 AD



The use of movable type in printing was invented in 1041 AD by Bi Sheng in China. Sheng used clay type and 
adhered it to a board with wax. Korea sponsored the production of metal type, specifically brass was established 
by the Korean government in 1234 AD. Since there are thousands of Chinese characters (Koreans also used 
Chinese characters in literature), the benefit of the technique is not as clear as with alphabetic based languages 
which typically have less than 50 characters. Movable type was never extensively used in the east until the 
European style printing press was introduced in relatively recent times (thus bringing the technology full circle).



The name most associated with the invention of the printing press is Johann Gutenberg. He was able 
to bring together a number of existing technologies to be at the forefront of moving the publishing 
of books from the time intensive wood block and hand copying practices that had been the norm for 
centuries to a mechanical process that allowed production on a scale unheard of. 



The key elements he brought together were the printing press,(a modified wine press) oil based inks 
and cast metal, lead, movable type.



In 1455 in Mainz Germany, Gutenberg published a two volume bible. The production took over two 
years for a run of probably less than 200.



The extended production time was due to the hand drawn illustrations and rubrication. The process 
by which sections of the text were highlighted or added by hand. The goal was to compete with the 
very valuable hand copied texts that were the norm. So right from the outset mechanical printing 
had to match or exceed the established high standard. Printing spread rapidly throughout Europe. 
There were 1000 printers in Germany by 1500.



Trying to emulate the existing hand copied works that were the norm Gutenberg’s Bible was set in a 
gothic script called Textura.



Blackletter

Textura is an example of Blackletter which it mimics the calligraphic writing of medieval scribes.



Blackletter
Textura is an example of Blackletter meaning it mimics the calligraphic writing of medieval scribes.



Blackletter

Textura is an example of Blackletter meaning it mimics the calligraphic writing of medieval scribes.



In 1457 the business men who seized Gutenberg’s workshop when he defaulted on his loans printed 
the Mainz Psalter. It was an important development that combines woodcut illustrations with 
movable type. The basis of what will be centuries of letter press printing.



Type High



in the 1460’s a competing type style emerged from mechanical printing in Venice. The development 
of roman type is connected to the Renaissance via its embracing of classical culture from Greece and 
Rome. The example pictured is by Aldus Manutius.



Aldus Manutius is credited with publishing the first work in roman italic type in 1500. He also 
produced a number of new Roman type forms. Before we head off on the relatively rapid fire 
evolution of type design there is an important cultural separation involving the use of blackletter 
and roman forms.



The blackletter faces Schwabacher (1480) and Fraktur (1514) came to be associated with Germany’s 
national identity. In 1522 with roman faces being widely used Martin Luther’s New Testament was 
printed in Schwabacher. With Luther’s rejection of the authority of both the Roman Church and the 
Pope and the subsequent establishment of Protestantism it seems the rejection of roman type is 
another layer of symbolism. This association of blackletter to German national identity will rise again 
as we discuss later periods.



Typography

Before we race from roughly year 1500 to 1900 I thought it would be best to cover some of the 
terminology surrounding type and typography. Knowing the terminology provides a means for 
communication when discussing type.



character

The basic typographic element is called a character, 
which is any individual letter, numeral, or punctuation 
mark. Numbers are called numerals or figures. There are 
two main types of  numerals, Old Style or Lining Figures 
(also called Modern).



character

Learning the anatomy of  the characters informs the eye 
of  the underlying structure of  the varied designs and 
reveals the differences between them. 



H H



font

A complete set of  characters in one design, size, 
and style. 

In traditional metal type, a font meant a particular 
size and style; in digital typography the term font has been 
expanded to include multiple sizes and even altered styles 
of  a typeface design.



typeface

The design of  alphabetical and numerical characters 
unified by consistent visual properties.



type family

The complete range of  variations of  a typeface design, 
including roman, italic, bold, expanded, condensed, and 
alternate versions.



baseline

The imaginary line defining the visual base of  letterforms.

baseline

meanline

capline



meanline / median

The imaginary line defining the x-height of  letterforms.

baseline

meanline

capline



capline

Imaginary horizontal line defined by the height of  the 
capital letters.

baseline

meanline

capline



cap height

Height of  the capital letters, measured 
from the baseline to the capline.

x-height
cap height



x-height

The height of  lowercase letters, excluding ascenders and 
descenders.

x-height
cap height



x-height

This is most easily measured on the lowercase x.

xx xx x
Perpetua

Centaur

Gil Sans

BIg Caslon

Frutiger

All letterforms at 96pt



stress
The direction in which a curved stroke changes weight. 
The orientation of  the letterform, indicated by the thin 
stroke in round forms.



stroke
Any line that defines the basic letterform.  A straight or 
curved line. Term has its roots in the scribal pen.



stem
The significant vertical or oblique stroke.



ascender
The portion of  the stem of  a lowercase letterform that 
projects above the median, or x-height.



descender
That portion of  the stem of  a lowercase letter that 
projects below the baseline.



serif
Projections extending off  of  the ends of  the main 
stroke on characters in a serif  typeface. 



bracket
The transition between the serif  and the stem.



serif
Serifs are usually bracketed or unbracketed. Brackets give 
the transition between strokes and serifs a softer look 
where unbracketed serifs connect to the letter sharply, 
usually at a 90˚ angle.



counter
The negative space within a letterform, either fully or 
partially enclosed.



“The quality of  typography is dependent on
  the relationship between the printed and
  unprinted parts. It is a sign of  professional
  immaturity to ignore the decisive contribution
  of  the unprinted area.”

– Emil Ruder



roman

The basic letterform style, so called because it was derived 
from the Roman writing and inscriptions on Roman 
monuments. 

In some typefaces, a slightly lighter stroke than roman is 
called ‘book’, ‘regular’, or ‘medium’.



italic / oblique

Contemporary typefaces often blur the distinction 
between italic and oblique, but you should be aware of  the 
differences.

Oblique is a slanted version of a roman face while italics were derived from handwriting and were 
designed potentially to work with a roman face or independently.



boldface

Characterized by a thicker stroke than the roman form. 

Depending upon the relative stroke widths within 
typefaces, it can also be called ‘semibold’, ‘black’, ‘extra 
bold’, or ‘super’. 

In some typefaces the boldest rendition of  the typeface is 
referred to as ‘poster’.



light

A lighter stroke than the roman form. Even lighter strokes 
are often called ‘thin’.



condensed

As the name suggests, a condensed version of  the roman form. 
Extremely condensed styles are often called ‘compressed’.



expanded

Exactly what you would think.  An extended variation of  
the roman form.



There are many more weights and styles that are found in 
type families. Reference your book for further info.
 
 Semibold Black
 Semibold Italic Ultra Condensed
 Expert Book
 Old Style Figures  Thin
 Ornaments In-line
 Poster Small Caps



classifications

An inexhaustible variety of  type styles is available for use 
today, and many attempts to classify these into logical 
groupings have fallen short due to the overlapping traits 
of  typefaces.



classifications

A flawless classification system does not exist; however, a 
general system based on the historical development of  
typeface is used widely. This delineation breaks down 
typefaces into the following groups.



old style
Old style characteristics:
• Medium stroke contrast
• Slanted stress
• Oblique bracketed serifs
• Medium overall weight



transitional
Transitional characteristics:
• Medium to high stroke contrast
• Nearly vertical stress
• Sharp, bracketed serifs
• Slightly slanted serifs



modern
Modern characteristics:
• High stroke contrast
• Vertical stress
• Thin serifs
• Serifs sometimes unbracketed



slab serif  (Egyptian)
Slab serif  characteristics:
• Little stroke contrast
• Little or no stress
• Thick, square serifs
• Large x-height



sans serif
Sans serif  characteristics:
• Some stroke contrast
• Nearly vertical stress
• Squarish, curved strokes
• Lower-case g has open tail



sans serif

Sans serif  characteristics:
• Sans serif  typefaces can be humanist, transitional or geometric
• Also called gothic or grotesk


